Madam President, colleagues, guests, we are gathered here today to remember a wornan, Muriel Driver, who was one of the driving forces in the profession during the 40's, 50's and 60's. In a keynote address, at the 1967 Halifax CAOT annual conference she reviewed the history of occupational therapy stating there had been three eras: "...the pre-professional, the neoprofessional, and the professional era." (Driver, 1968, p. 53) , and concluded her address by predicting that the next era would be the era of research.
I think that we would all agree that her prediction has come true and that the profession has done much in the last two decades to build up a solid theoretical base. However I suggest that we are now entering a new era, the era of promotion. In the current climate of fiscal restraint it is no longer sufficient for us to do our work and do it well, we have to be seen to be effective by all around us. Therefore I decided to take the theme of this years conference: Viewing the 90's: Visibility and Viability, and sensitize you to the importance of creating ripples of visibility during the time between our annual tidal wave -Occupational Therapy Week.
The Canadian perspective on visibility and viability
In preparing for this presentation I set out to discover the perception of others concerning the concept of our visibility and viability. I wanted to reach all levels of the profession so following the 1988 Occupational Therapy Week I sent out a questionnaire to the following individuals: all the provincial presidents and CAOT Board of Directors (the leaders); the directors of the educational programmes in occupational therapy (educators); a random selection of CAOT members chosen in proportion to the general distribution of the CAOT membership (members); and finally (representing t,he next generation of therapists), two students chosen at random from the senior class of each educational programme A total of 113 questionnaires were circulated with an overall response rate of 51%.
In the questionnaire I defined visibility and viability and asked for suggestions for modifications. I defined visibility as: "The extent to which the role of the occupational therapist is recognised and understood by those outside the profession." I defined viability as: "The ability of the profession to develop and flourish." Only 12% of the respondents felt that some modification was necessary, and their suggestions were mostly in the form of some additional comments rather than any disagreement with the actual definitions.
Respondents were asked if they felt that visibility was the most important issue we faced or if there were other issues that had a higher priority. Table  1 shows that the educators had no doubts that there were other issues which had higher priority but the rest of my respondents were not so sure. Issues that were thought to have a higher priority included: research (12 respondents -none of whom were leaders), role definition and acceptance (8 respondents) and viability (5 respondents all but one of whom were students.) I was also interested in identifying the factors that individuals felt affected our viability as a profession.
Respondents were asked to name three factors in addition to visibility that might affect the viability of the profession and to rank them in order of importance. Table 2 shows the four most frequently mentioned factors.
Respondents were asked to comment on their rationale for ranking the factors as they had and here are some of their comments:
For Visibility: "O.T. needs to be visible in order to demonstrate its effectiveness" or as another said "I feel a major detriment to professional developrnent is lack of visibility, as Visibility Research Manpower Definition of role awareness of role comes much before funding schools or research".
For research: "Given budget cutbacks, we must validate our practice, therefore there is a need for increased research, if this does not occur, we will no longer be viable or visible".
For Manpower: "The profession is viable but if attrition, low numbers and ambiguity of role persist, will it not go the way of the dodo bird".
For the Role of occupational therapy: "We must zero in on 'What an 0.T. does that no other health professional can do' in order to be recognised more fully" and as another pointed out "Before we can grow we must understand clearly what we do".
Other factors that were mentioned as affecting our viability by at least five respondents were: the need to market ourselves, the level of professionalism, the changing needs of society, the demand for therapists with graduate degrees, and increasing health care costs.
When it came to discussing changes in our visibility, 86% of the respondents (note students were not asked this question) indicated there had been changes. The most frequent changes related to an increased awareness in the community and with those we work, followed by the increased recognition by government of the importance of occupational therapy. Other responses indicated a wide range of changes which were impossible to categorise. Changes included such things as: the increased number of occupational therapists, the increase in lobbying activities, and the more sophisticated image of the profession.
The next area explored was the factors occupational therapists felt affected our visibility. The negative factors were narrowly focused with the major problem being seen as that of 43 31 19 11 role definition and the diversity of our practice. As one respondent explained: "Many 0.T.s suffer from role ambiguity or role overlap with other disciplines. We as a group must first define who we are and where we are going in order to expand our profession. Visibility is a major aspect of this issue". Another said: "We have failed to identify and to zero in on specific benefits of 0.T. intervention versus other groups. We try to do it all."
The shortage of occupational therapists was the second factor most frequently commented on, followed by responses reflecting a certain negativity. Respondents reported on the lack of respect from other health care professionals, especially the doctors, and on the diffidence that still exists in the profession. As one respondent pointed out: "Much of our visibility problems can be traced to our own actions or lack thereof". Respondents also commented on our lack of feeling good about what we do, our devaluing of our role and our low opinion of ourselves which leads to a general lack of confidence.
Comments relating to positive factors affecting our visibility were more diverse than those describing the negative factors. The comments indicated we felt our efforts to educate the public had done much to improve our visibility, together with the move to work in the community. In addition the focus of occupational therapy on the practical problems of the client was felt to increase our visibility especially when the treatment was of good quality. Other factors that were mentioned included the increased use of media, the presence of occupational therapists on various community boards and committees, the increased demand in new areas of practice, and the commitment and dedication of individual occupational therapists.
I then turned my attention to whom respondents felt should be the target of our campaign to improve the profession's visibility. Nine groups were identified by respondents as possible targets for the focus of our promotional activities (see Table 3 ). The left-hand column ranks the target groups as they were rated as a primary target. The right-hand column ranks them according to how often they were mentioned at all. Note here the change in ranking of employing agencies, commu-10 1 7 7 4 6 7 8 28 22 to address each level before moving on to the next one. nity, government and physicians. This shows that whereas employing agencies and government were generally recognised as being important they were not rated by most respondents as being the priority focus. Whereas the physicians were either considered as the number one priority or were not likely to be mentioned at all.
So what was achieved by this survey? It's major value to me was to open my eyes to the diversity of responses in some areas and the similarity of responses in others. Unfortunately my survey raised far rnore questions in my rnind than it answered. The rnore I studied the responses the more intrigued I became with the whole concept of our visibility and viability.
Some students placed viability as being a higher issue than our visibility. Is this normal for students? Or is this a sign that our students need to be given more positive messages about the future of the profession?
Educators showed a feeling of security and positiveness towards the profession. Is this because they don't face the same challenges as the clinician who often has to explain who she is and what she does?
The tone of negativity towards ourselves surprised me. My numbers vvere small and may not have been representative of the profession but does the negativity that was expressed reflect the tendency of a predominantly female profession to be overtly selfcritical or does it have some grounding in a basic lack of professional confidence in ourselves?
What are the implications for the profession of the priority given to physicians as the focus of promotional activities by students and members? Does it reflect a hang-over from the days when we were firmly entrenched in the medical model? As Gritzer and Arluke (1985) point out: "Closer ties with medicine may be a way to gain a protective umbrella and a device to improve commodity definition. Yet what appears to be an immediate gain to allied groups may be in reality part of a long-term process of institutionalization and subordination to medicine." (p10). Why, when respondents were identifying the positive effects of the move of the profession into the community and the problems of recognition within the medical model do we continue to devote much of our energies, in struggling for recognition within health care institutions which focus on acute rnedical care? If we work in the com munity we have the ability to become a primary focus in the development and maintenance of skills so that the individual can remain in that community. In addition, our skills and expertise get exposed to a much wider variety of people than would be possible based inside a large health care facility.
The visibility pyramid
As I have said this survey served to raise more questions than it answered but it also made me reflect on hovv we could improve our visibility. I suggest we view our visibility in terms of a pyramid (see Figure 1 ), somewhat akin to Maslow's hierarchy of human needs, and like Maslow's hierarchy we need
Seff-hnage
Let us review what this visibility pyramid means to us. We start with our self-image. What messages are we sending to ourselves? Do we linger on the negative and ignore the positive? Look at how far we have come. We need to reflect on these changes and realize vve have come a long way. In these times of restraint we are still expanding and increasing enrolments and yet still not able to meet the demand. As Yerxa (1988) said at last year's CAOT conference "Occupational Therapy is a great idea whose time has come".
Unconscious projection of our image
Now feeling good about ourselves, we need to step up to the next level which is how we unconsciously project our image or our visibility. I am talking about simple things that we usually don't give a second thought to, but they make such a difference to how others perceive our profession. How you look, how you speak, and how you write, are qualities which are attributed to all occupational therapists. You as an individual, whether you like it or not, come to epitomise the whole profession.
The way you dress sends people a message. The loss of uniforms has left us with a lot of freedom to express ourselves in how we dress. So what do the clothes we are wearing say? One of the problems is that we may The Visibility Pyramid Target groups for promotional activities want our clothes to say one thing to our clients and another to those we work for. Perhaps we need to consider having outfits that with the simple addition of a jacket and a different pair of shoes can be changed from a simple 'working' outfit to an outfit that says count' -the power outfit.
The loss of uniforms and the blurring of roles between team members means that vve have to take extra steps to ensure our visibility. In rounds it may mean prefacing what we say with "Occupational therapy has found..." rather than "I have found...". In meetings it means giving consideration to group dynamics and seating yourself in a strategic position for maximising your visibility. It means the liberal use of business cards. How many of you on seeing a patient for the first time leave them with your name and a way of contacting you? If not a business card, what about some simple leaflet which explains your role in their treatment, vvith your name and profession prominently displayed?
VVhat message are your written materials sending out to your clients? Are they easy to read, or are they poorly typed and made worse by low quality photocopying? Do you hastily write instructions for your clients on the back of whatever pieces of paper you can grab -or do you use pre-prepared notes with tine appropriate points ticked off? Are the diagrams professionally prepared or are they drawings of stick men hurriedly put together when someone had a few minutes?
What are your displays and presentations like? How many of you still use posters with standard size photographs with large handwritten commentaries besides them with titles done in felt-tipped poster pens? Think about the image you are projecting and find experts in the audio-visual field or in communications who can show you how to project a professional image by using modern technology effectively.
Concept of role
Next I come to the level of how we define ourselves. The issue of role definition seems to be an on-going problem. Muriel Driver (1967) commented on it in her Halifax address, and it was identified in the Maxwell Report (1978) as an issue. Gritzer and Arluke (1985) have described how AOTA has tried to wrestle with the problem of role definition and they concluded: "Their commodity [occupational therapy service] still is uncertain, occupational therapists in the 1980's continue to agonize over the 'reigning ambiguity' of their field" (p. 145).
All of us in this room today can relate to this problem of role definition. Ask any occupational therapist what are the two questions she hates being asked and the response likely will be "What exactly is an occupational therapist?" and "How does what you do differ from...?" How many of us respond to these questions with: "It's rather difficult...," or "Oh dear where shall I begin...". What messages do these send our listeners -that they are too stupid to understand or that we don't really know. Either way they are not the kind of messages we want to send out. I don't know why we have this problem with role definition but I find it intriguing that it has plagued us for so many years without apparent resolution. Is it because in our role as a facilitator of a client's functional abilities that we act as chameleons and blend into the woodwork so that the client is hardly aware of what we are doing and views progress in terms of what he has accomplished rather than what we have done to aid in his achievements? Is it because we hear clients say things like "Oh I see, why didn't I think of that", what I call the 'commonsense' syndrome. So that we start to undervalue what we do because it seems so sirnple and obvious to others (once we have pointed it out). I think part of our problem with role definition has arisen because we have focused on trying to describe occupational therapy as a well-defined single outcome or "product". If we look at theories relating to marketing strategy we find there are two possible focuses to consider. At one end of the continuum lies the adoption of the product driven strategy. This is when you go out and sell a specific product. You hold it out as being the answer to everybody's needs. At the other end of the continuum is the market driven strategy where you go out into the market place, analyze the needs that exist, and develop a series of products or a product line which will appeal to these differing needs. We need to consider where on this continuum our focus should be.
If we adopt the market driven approach to promoting occupational therapy then we no longer need to be concerned about the diverse nature of our role and worried because of the difficulties of describing a single role for occupational therapists. Instead we can focus our energies on analyzing the differing needs of society and developing role descriptions for the various products in our occupational therapy product line. I believe we must take pride in our versatility and promote our ability to meet such a wide variety of different needs.
So next time someone asks you what you do, I suggest you focus on the market place and not the product. Find out something about the questioner's interests and background so you can design your response to fit their frame of reference. A starting point could be use of the key words used to describe the goals of occupational therapy from the "Intervention guidelines for the client-centred practice of occupational therapy" (1986), "...to restore, maintain and develop function and to prevent dysfunction" (p. 26). But remember every situation will be different so develop a repertoire of definitions so that you can suit your response to the person and the occasion.
Active promotion of our profession
We novv come to the apex of our visibility pyramid. Ways in which we can actively promote occupational therapy. First some suggestions for our professional organizations, then the educational programmes and last but not least how you as an individual can promote the visibility of the profession.
a. Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists
Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists should consider:
developing contacts at the grassroots levels with key groups or organizations involved with our profession. This could be achieved by funding booths at some of their annual conventions, with the local occupational therapists providing the manpower.
subscribing to a national clipping bureau to gain a better understanding of how the newsmedia is portraying our image across the country, and disseminate this information to the provincial public relations committees.
Knowledge of the type of publicity we are getting will help us to feel good about the positive messages in the media and be in a position to take remedial action with the negative ones.
-employing an individual with a background in journalism to help develop public relations materials which would appeal to the media and the public. This individual could also develop 30 second Public Service Messages that the provinces could use.
--pooling the resources of our professional organizations for the development of generic public relations materials so that unnecessary costly duplication is avoided.
b. Provincial professional organizations
Provincial associations need to be more politically active by:
-providing input to all political parties on important issues.
-helping their members become politically involved by using their provincial newsletter to give members ideas on what questions to ask the candidates, as CAOT did during the last federal election.
-showing their members how to lobby and write briefs through 'How-to' booklets sirnilar to that produced by the Ontario Society (1984) .
The media needs to be better utilised. For example, newspapers often have columns which announce avvards, promotions, and appointments. These can be used to publicly acknowledge the work of local occupational therapists, while also making occupational therapy more visible.
c. For all occupational therapy groups
There has been a marked increase in the amount of written submissions that our organizations make. But I wonder how many opportunities are missed because it was decided it was not worth the effort to respond. I would suggest that we need to produce briefs, responses, and submissions at the slightest indication that one would be appropriate on the basis that you never know where your written message will eventually end up or who might take an interest in it, thus creating some very useful ripples.
d. Educational programmes
Students should be encouraged to take some electives which relate to ways in which they can promote the profession more effectively. For exarnple, courses involving political sciences, communication technology, or marketing skills can be most useful and will ultimately benefit the client. Students need to become accustomed to answering questions about their role so that it becomes second nature. They need to learn about the political process and accessing and using power.
One of our prinne problems appears to be the issue of role definition, so perhaps we need to be considering ways to give students more exposure to occupational therapy role models. For example, we need to balance the advantages of fieldwork placements where there are no occupational therapists with the disadvantages of no role models.
e. The individual
These are just a few suggestions I have for the promotion of our visibility by our professional organizations and educational programmes But now I come to the most important part of rny presentation, the actions that you, the individual can take to promote the visibility of the profession. There are over 3000 occupational therapists in Canada. If all of us made a special effort to increase our personal visibility, we would have the potential of creating far more ripples than by relying solely on the ripples of visibility created by our professional organizations. So that is why I want to now focus on some of the ways an individual can promote the profession.
First, increase your client's awareness. Does your client really understand the goals of treatment? It is important for his well being that he does and that he is actually involved in their development. Equally any confusion on the part of the client can have ramifications for the profession. Disgruntled clients can be very damaging to our public image.
Are your clients clear that you are an occupational therapist and not a physical therapist, psychiatric nurse or sonne other health care worker? How often do you make your client aware of issues that might be of concern to them? I am not suggesting that you monopolise their time with your concerns or push party political concepts but when appropriate you can, in the course of conversation, tell them of your issues. It may start a ripple effect.
Second, create opportunities for promoting the profession. Don't wait for opportunities to occur, you may be waiting a long time. Think about the kind of opportunity you could use and then think of ways to make it happen. For example, approach others rather than waiting for them to approach you. Keep your eyes and ears open to situations which are fertile for some type of productive action by you.
Third, network with a wide variety of people. Volunteer for connnunity boards and committees, get involved with self-help groups. It may take effort, but the rewards are great. The profession gains increased visibility and you develop skills and knowledge that can be useful to yourself and others you work with.
Fourth, become more political. If you have concerns about meeting your client's needs and the needs of your profession, you need to become more attuned to the political process. As an individual make an effort to understand the issues of the day. Get to know who your local provincial legislative representative is and your local M.P. Make a point of meeting with them and discussing your concerns. Attend forums where local politicians are speaking on health, education or social issues and stand up and ask questions. Make people aware of your knowledge and your willingness to share it. Your ability to understand and access political power will not only develop the profession but it could be invaluable in overcoming barriers for your clients. Remember priorities in all forms of public spending are decided by politics not logic.
Fifth, use the media. There is so much that you as an individual can do. When you read in the paper of some issue that is important to you, what about writing to the Editor? Send copies of your letters to other people and urge them to respond to it when it appears so that you get the ripples going. Letters to the editor are a powerful way to become more visible, especially if there is a steady stream of letters. Encourage your clients to write if they have been talking about the issue. You would be surprised at how many people read these columns?
Finally, spread the word far and wide. One of the greatest ways of spreading information is to pass it on to people who in their normal course of the day meet many, many members of the public. When you are taking a taxi ride, or having your hair cutuse these opportunities to spread the word. It takes no effort and yet it could have far-reaching effects.
Conclusion
What this profession need.s is a steady unending effort to increase the visibility of the profession and hence improve its viability. I hope with a little thought and effort that we can all stand at the apex of the visibility pyramid sending forth an ever widening circle of ripples rather than relying solely on our annual tidal wave -Occupational Therapy Week followed by the calm of a flat mill pond.
I will close with this thought. You have the power to make yourself as visible or invisible as you wish but remember that your decision for action or inaction will have an impact on the viability of our profession. In this era of promotion, will you take up the challenge of making ripples, thus enhancing your personal visibility as an occupational therapist, and so promoting the profession thus ensuring its continued viability? REFERENCES : Driver, M.F. (1978) . A philosophic view of the history of occupational therapy in Canada. , 35, 53 -60. Gritzer, G., & Arluke, A. (1985) . 
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Les Retombees de l'impact in En 1987, Muriel Le sommet de cette pyramide de visibilite reside dans la facon par laquelle les associations professionnelles, les programmes de formation et les membres a titre individuel pourraient ameloirer la visibilite et l'image de l'ergotherapie. Les suggestions pour une action individuelle portent sur l'accroissement de la perception du client concemant l'ergotherapie; la creation d'occasions pour la promotion active de la profession: le developpement des reseaux oil les intervenant proviennent de milieux divers; l'implication politique; l'utilisation des media par le biais de lettres ouvertes; le fait de parler de l'ergotherapie autour de soi, aux personnes rencontrees, a son coiffeur comme a son chauffeur de taxi. appartient aux ergotherapeutes d'etre visibles selon leur choix. Dans ce domaine de la promotion il est important de relever le defi de ether des retombees que mettent en lumiere la visibilite personnelle de l'ergotherapie et par la meme occasion assurer la viabilite de toute la profession.
